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Understanding the development of Complex hdged  Terrain (CRT) on Venus is one key 
step in the verification (or falsification) of the various competing models for the tectonic 
evolution of that planet. Achieving this understanding is complicated since, although Venus 
may lack terrestrial-style plate tectonism, it is nevertheless a geologically complex planet. 
Most highland regions, and CRT in particular, appear to have been subjected to multiple 
cross-cutting fracturing or compressional events, such that the structural grain dominates the 
surface morphology, malung determination of surface rock unit emplacement mechanisms 
difficult or impossible. Stereo image mosaics (at all available standard data product 
resolutions) on the Magellan CD-Roms provide high-frequency topographic detail that is 
invaluable in geologic mapping of these complex structures. 

Our investigation of CRT on Venus begins with northern Ovda Regio, where individual 
CRT units appear to exhibit a progressive increase in complexity southward from the 
CRTiplains contact. The CRT within F-MIDRs 00N082 and 05N082 can be divided into 5 or 
more morphotectonic units (fig 1). For descriptive purposes, these are termed (from north to 
south): "Ovda North Slope" (ONS), "'Simple' CRT" (SCRT), "Highly Fractured CRT" (FCRT), 
and two units of "'Normal' CRT" (NCRT). Locally, these units define arcuate belts up to 
100km wide separated by relatively "undeformed" radar-dark plains units up to 75km wide. 
The belts strike parallel to the topographic boundary between the plains and the CRT (fig 1). 
Dfferences between adjacent morphotectonic units are readily apparent in the SAR mosaics 
and can even be recognized in the altimeter topography when that data is plotted at relatively 
low resolution (cells on the order of lOkm with lOOm contours). The ONS consists of radar- 
bright fold-like ridges trending parallel to the plainsihighland boundary and embayed by 
relatively unmodified, radar-dark smooth plains. The regional slope of this unit is not 
apparent in the stereo mosaics (due to the regional topography included in the projections), 
but is obvious in the altimeter-based topography (figure lb). The plains material embaying 
the CRT in the ONS may indicate tilting of the unit after embayment by flood lavas. The 
SCRT unit consists of several large, cross-fractured, parallel fold-like structures 
approximately 10-20km wide, bounded by numerous narrow (a few km wide) smooth fold- 
like structures, embayed locally by narrow belts of relatively smooth, undeformed plains (figs 
1 and 2). It is these three principle elements of the SCRT unit that, we feel, provide the 
clearest evidence for progressive deformation in the region. The FCRT and NCRT units are 
typical of many CRT units on the planet, in which deformation appears so advanced that 
reconstructing the sequence of events that led to their development is much more difficult. 

Figure 1: F-MIDRs 00N082 and 05N082 of northern Ovda Regio with topographic map 
based on MGN altimeter. Morphotectonic units are indicated. 

Figure 2: Stereo image pair of a portion of 'Simple' CRT unit ( lOS lat, 80.5' lon, Tile 19 
of cycles 1&3 F-MIDR 00N082 on MGN CD-Roms). Geomorphic map superposed on right 
image, showing evidence for at least three stages of development: (i) - Hills labeled 'CRT' are 
portions of large, long wavelength fold-like structures that appear to be superposed by 
smaller, shorter wavelength folds (e.g., CRT at bottom); (ii) - Troughs between 'CRT' hills 
appear to have been filled by plains material that has itself been folded into short-wavelength 
(a few km), smooth fold-like ridges and troughs. Note cross-cutting relationships with 
'earlier' ridges toward top left and above center. Lack of evidence of additive interference by 
the earlier ridges to the subsequent ridges, as might be expected in folding previously folded 
terrain, suggests burial of the earlier ridges by smooth plains, with subsequent folding of 
those plains; (iii) Troughs between these latter folds appear filled in places with radar-dark, 
relatively undeformed plains (unit Pl). 
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